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President’s Message
CSI. Who needs it? Is it worth anything? Who cares?
All good questions. My degree is in Psychology and I had been working
as a tennis professional in Marshall, Texas when I decided to get into
construction. My first job in the construction industry was working for my father-in-law Allen Armbrust.
Mr. Armbrust started in construction after WWII as a carpenter. He worked his way up until he owned
a small commercial contracting business. He knew how to build.
I believe it was the first or second week of working for him when one of the architects he worked for
came into the office to drop off plans. Mr. Armbrust introduced me to Mr. Andrew Hiegel, CSI,
Member Emeritus, CDT. Andrew looked at Allen and said “He (pointing at me) needs to be in CSI”.
Without hesitation, Mr. Armbrust responded, “How much and who do I make the check out to”.
Who needs it? I obviously needed it and Andrew and Allen both knew it. CSI’s mission is to advance
building information management and education of project teams to improve and facilitate
performance. Anyone in the construction industry needs this. So, anyone you meet while doing your
everyday job can benefit from CSI. All parts of the construction industry are members of CSI. How
many general contractors are members of AIA? How many architects are members of Arkansas
Subcontractors Organization? One of my favorite sayings is “You may be the smartest person in the
room, but are not smarter than the entire room working together”. This diversity can provide insights
and knowledge that no one individual can provide. And can you say NETWORKING? What great
opportunities to get to know the best and the brightest in the industry. Have you ever had a question
about a product and not known who to ask? I bet there is someone in CSI who knows the answer.
Everyone needs this.
Is CSI worth anything to me/you? Everyone in the industry uses CSI’s standards and formats. We
also offer Certification Programs. Why do you need to know about the construction documents? Why
does a dentist need to know about teeth? The construction documents control our industry. CSI’s
certification programs provide a proven level of education, knowledge and experience with
construction documents. When you have the letters CDT, CCCA, CCS and/or CCPR behind your
name, employers, colleagues and clients know you have reached a high level of professional
commitment, credibility and reliability. How can you put a worth on that?
Who cares? Here is where I want to challenge every member of CSI. We all should care. But why
you might ask? In your business, what are some of the issues you have that cost you money?
Mistakes and misunderstandings? A lack of education? Not knowing the right person or business to
call, etc.? CSI can help with all of these issues.

Mistakes and misunderstandings: CSI’s standards and formats are designed to cut down mistakes
and misunderstandings. Everything has a place and should be in it’s place.
The lack of an educated workforce: Through monthly meeting programs, on-line education programs,
and the certification program, CSI provides the highest level of education that can be found in the construction industry.
Networking: Through contacts made in the most diverse membership in the industry, you have experts (and most become friends) at the ready. The internet and Google is great, but when you know
the person that knows about the issue, you are light years ahead.
So everyone who works in this industry can benefit from CSI. But I want to take this one step further.
If you are an employer, why would you not be looking for ways to get your workforce involved in CSI?
My father-in-law saw the benefits of getting someone like me involved in CSI. I learned about the industry. I made great contacts like Andrew Hiegel, Betty Hays, the entire Sander’s clan and even people like Jonnie Cox (Knoxville Chapter). All this translates into better educated, connected employees
that will make your company money.
CSI, an all around Win-Win.

Progress is impossible without change, and those who cannot change
their minds cannot change anything. .
George Bernard Shaw
Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present
are certain to miss the future .
John F. Kennedy
The only way to make sense out of change is to plunge into it, move with
it, and join the dance.
Alan Watts
I have noticed even people who claim everything is predestined, and that
we can do nothing to change it, look before they cross the road .
Stephen Hawking

Educational Questions
Please refer to the CSI’s Project Delivery PracƟce Guide, ConstrucƟon
SpecificaƟons PracƟce Guide and ConstrucƟon Contract AdministraƟon
PracƟce Guide for industry standard knowledge, understanding and
guidance for the producƟon, use and administraƟon of construcƟon
documents…and the resources for this weekly program.

According to the AIA-A201, § Article 13 Miscellaneous Provisions:
1.

The owner and contractor will commence all contractual related claims and causes of
action against the other:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

In no case more than 10 years after the date of substantial completion. Sounds like one
of those paragraphs that should be edited by an attorney…10 years is a very long time;
especially in dog years!
Within the time period specified by governing laws.
In accordance with the final dispute resolution method found in the contract. Is that why
you could need 10 years???
All of the above.
None of the above.
Note that the A201 does not say they have to be resolved by that time…just initiate
action against the other party.

2.

The contractor is entitled to interest at the legal prevailing rate on payment received
after the contractual due date; unless another rate is agreed upon.
True or False

3.

Construction tests and inspections are to be made promptly to avoid delays.
True or False

4.

If the architect performs construction tests and inspections, he does so promptly and,
where practicable, at the normal place of testing.
True or False The architect observes construction tests and inspections and typically limits
CCA inspections to two: to determine substantial completion and final completion of the
construction work in accordance with the contract documents.

According to the AIA-A201, § Article 14 Termination or Suspension of the Contract:
5.

The contractor may terminate the contract for construction if the work is stopped for 30
consecutive days, through no fault of the contractor or those performing work on his
behalf, for the following reasons:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

Receipt of an order by an AHJ to stop work on a critical portion of the ALL work.
Because the architect has not issued a certificate for payment without
notification of reason for withholding certification.
Because the owner has not made payment on a certificate of payment in a time period
acceptable to the surety REQUIRED IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
All of the above.
None of the above.

The architect OWNER may issue a written order to the contractor to suspend or delay
the work of the contract in whole or in part for a period of time determined by the owner.
True or False Stay tuned for more to come on this matter.

7.

The owner may terminate the contract for construction if the contractor:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

8.

Repeatedly fails to supply enough properly skilled workers. Sounds nebulous to me…
lawyers must love this!
Fails to make payment to subcontractors in accordance with agreements made
between the contractor and his subcontractors. Owner avoiding liens...
Repeatedly disregards applicable laws, codes and regulations. It’s the owner’s
property…ultimately his responsibility.
All of the above.
a and c.

For all of the reasons and conditions cited in the A201 that allow the contractor to
terminate the contract for construction, the contractor may, upon seven additional days’
notice of termination to owner and architect, terminate the contract and recover from
the owner payment for work executed, profit and overhead, contract termination costs
and damages.
True or False

Please refer to the CSI’s Project Delivery Practice Guide, Construction Specifications Practice Guide and
Construction Contract Administration Practice Guide for industry standard knowledge, understanding and guidance
for the production, use and administration of construction documents…and resources for this weekly program.

From The Institute Director for
Gulf States Region

Here it is, my first month as the Gulf States’ Institute Director. Before I got started, I was concerned on two fronts. First, I was following an outstanding Director in Jimmy Lail. Jimmy left
me some very large shoes to fill.
Second, the Institute just implemented a totally new (and I feel improved) system of governance. When I first heard about these changes, I was concerned. I was not concerned about
the methods used, but whether most people really understood where this was headed. But
after spending time with the outgoing Board in June and observing how the system worked, I
am excited to be on the team that picks up the ball and runs with it. The FY 2016 Board of
Directors deserve all the credit for taking this on. They “busted their butts” and I tip my hat in
respect for their tireless efforts.
So where do we go from here? Leaving Baltimore, I was excited about where CSI is headed
and I couldn’t wait to get started. The new Board members will take our first baby steps this
September right before CONSTRUCT in Austin. Right now, we are immersing ourselves in
understanding the business of the Institute and we’ll be ready to hit the ground running.
Our hope is to reverse the downward trend in membership. We want to increase CSI’s presence in the construction industry. Our certifications are already valuable but we want to make
them the gold standard in the industry. We will bring CSI to the place in the industry that people seek out for information, education and training. These are lofty goals and will take time
to see fulfillment. I can guarantee you that we will work as hard as we can to make it all come
to fruition.
Change is hard and I’ve heard some concerns. Mainly about some of the new terminology
that is being used. Things like “Chair of the Board” in lieu of “President or “Chief Executive
Officer” instead of “Executive Director” and so forth. Yes, that’s part of the change but that’s
not really what it’s all about. Bottom line… we, on the Board are now responsible to make
sure we envision where the Institute needs to head. We tell the staff what our ultimate goals
are. We put boundaries in place. We let them do their jobs, all the while reporting back to us
how things are going.

This new system outlines relationships differently too. Individual people make up the Board.
But the Board represents all of the members. We act as one. We may disagree in a Board
meeting and offer our different opinions but once we make a decision, that decision will not
be questioned or undercut. The Board has only one employee and that is the CEO. He,
Mark Dorsey, is responsible for staff operations, and the “buck stops with him”. The CEO and
staff implement plans and “drive the ship” doing the day-to-day tasks required and have the
authority to make decisions within the framework the Board sets.
I am excited to get started and will pass on information about how things are going.

If you are interested in following the Little Rock Chapter, our links are as follows (for Facebook and LinkedIn look for the Little Rock Chapter):
Website: http://littlerock.csinet.org/

Facebook: www.facebook.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com
If you are interested in Joining CSI or if you are just interested in keeping up with the information provided by CSI, See the slides shown from the “Why CSI” presentation

Article Submitted by Sheldon Wolfe,
FCSI, CCS—Construction Specifier,
Curmudgeon, Heretic Architect

Final Installment in the “How did we get here?” series of articles. The transitio
maintenance activities
So far in this series, we first looked at the good old days, when CSI membership rose continually, sometimes at an amazing rate. During the growth period, we saw that membership in
CSI offered tangible benefits. CSI was an organization that helped those involved in construction to understand how construction documents are related, how to prepare them, and how to
interpret them. Much of that information was developed by CSI members, so there were
countless opportunities for members to take an active part in the future of specifications. Face
meetings were important because the only other options for communication were written letters, which made real-time discussion impossible, and telephone calls, which were quite expensive.
We then looked at the effect of the economy on membership. Frequently the bogeyman for
many things that ailed CSI, I think it is obvious that only rarely was there a correlation between the economy and CSI membership. In some cases, membership grew dramatically
during and after recessions. More significantly, upturns in the economy did not result in a return of lost members.
I did not mention a couple of other suggested reasons for membership decline. Some blamed
it on member classification, arguing that people didn't want to join an organization that supposedly discriminated against its own members by referring to some as professional, the implication being that other members were less than professional. The membership application
form was another target; supposedly, it was too difficult to figure out. Both of these issues
were addressed with no discernible effect on membership.
As noted in previous articles, CSI had a lot to offer for many years. The problem now is that
we have little to offer that is seen as critically necessary or unique. Organization of construction information, at least in written form, typically follows MasterFormat and SectionFormat,
and there has been an increase in the use of UniFormat. Commercial guide specifications are
available from BSD, ARCOM, Kalin Associates, SpexPlus, and others, so there is at least a
perception that specifications are "taken care of" and they no longer require much attention.
Although specifiers often complain about them, manufacturers' specifications are much improved and generally require only simple modifications to be useful.

Because of CSI's success in those areas, and because it has not moved on from them, we
don't have much to offer in the way of creative activities. We have gone from an active organization, with many ways to contribute to construction documents and processes, to an organization focused on maintaining what already has been done. That does not mean that maintenance is not important or challenging work, but it's not as enticing as working on new programs.
It's not that there is nothing more to do, or that new programs haven't been proposed. Even
ignoring the missed golden opportunity to continue doing what CSI had done best by organizing building modeling information, members have made many interesting suggestions. Here
are some of the more recent programs, all of which were initiated just before or since our
peak membership.
 1997. Contribution to the Uniform Drafting System, maintenance status.
 1998. PerSpective. Sold to BSD.
 2004. UDS Certification Feasibility Task Team, terminated.
 2008. GreenFormat. Updated 2014, little activity since.
 2009. Practice Guides (updates of PRM/MOP), published.
 2011-2012. Body of Knowledge Assessment. Used by task teams to determine essential
information.
2013. Building Technology Education Program Feasibility Task Team, terminated.
Of course, task teams comprise but a small percentage of the total membership, but active
task teams indicate to members that something useful is going on.

What else can CSI do? Michael Chusid offers some interesting thoughts.
 Create a replacement for the moribund spec-data format for technical information that addresses current concerns and both electronic and digital delivery.
 Create standards for incorporating meaningful product information into BIM.
 Continued training of newcomers to design, construction, and building management industries in contract documents.
 Tools to help coordinate and improve the accessibility of the incomprehensibly broad
range of data necessary for construction.
Assess how robotics, 3d printing, holograms, smart buildings, etc., will affect the roles and
responsibilities of the players in the construction team.
Do you have a suggestion for a new program?
© 2016, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swconstructivethoughts.blogspot.com/

Your Board of Directors
at Work
Below are the topics that the Board of Directors took up at the August 5, 2016 Board Meeting
and the decisions made.
The Minutes from the previous meeting were presented and approved as was a financial report from
the Treasurer. Under Correspondence, the Chapter was notified that it was receiving its 13th
Outstanding Chapter Commendation. This is a special achievement each year and is only possible
because of the active members involvement.
Old Business
1.

Spring 2016 LRCSI Golf Tournament: The Golf Tournament interim report was presented by
Billy Mathis at the June Board Meeting. The only order of business left was the amount to be
sent to the Scholarship Account. Recommendation was to send $1,000 to the Scholarship
Account to cover this year’s Scholarship Expenditure. This was tabled till the September
meeting.

2.

50th Anniversary Celebration. The Little Rock Chapter reached its 50th Anniversary in
November 2015, however, due to scheduling issues, we had been unable to schedule the
actual celebration until September. The event is scheduled for September 23rd, at Murray
Park Pavilion #5. The Event will start at 11:00 and will run till nobody is left. More information
is forthcoming.

3.

Awards Report – We received 4 Awards at the Region Award Banquet. Sanders 2000 won an
Organizational Certificate of Appreciation, Billy Mathis won awards for Rookie Editor of the
Year, Specification Competition Honorable Mention, and Certificate of Merit and Appreciation
for his work on the Region Operations Guide. We also have been notified that Sanders 2000
has been awarded the Institute Organizational Certificate of Appreciation. Beginning to look
like another banner year for the Little Rock Chapter.

4.

Plans were discussed to bring the Little Rock Chapter to the forefront in the local Construction
Market as well as the local community as well. Things such as participation in the Cereal
Drives, Toys for Tots, Habitat for Humanity projects, etc., were all discussed. Several were
being considered. More information to be presented as Plans and information is gained.

New Business:
1.

The members attending Construct in September representing the Little Rock Chapter were
discussed. The Board reviewed and approved a Stipend of $370.00 per member attending to
cover their cost of registration. This Stipend is to be paid upon presentation of a valid paid
registration using the appropriate form. Currently Clark Wood, Billy Mathis, Tiffany Henry and
Garrett Shafffer are know to be attending. Representatives from the Sanders Family and any
other individuals planning to attend will be identified and presented at the next Board Meeting.

With that, the Board Meeting was adjourned.

ONE MEMBER’S PERSPECTIVE
This section was created and is devoted to allowing a single member the opportunity of
presenting their view of a topic important to the Little Rock Chapter, the Gulf States Region, or
CSI as a whole. Since I added this for the first time this month, I figured that I would start it
off. Here I go:
While the Little Rock Chapter is making steady progress in recruiting new members and
retaining members who have joined in previous years, what we truly need are all of our
members to become active and help out. As it stands right now we have 73 Members,
however, only 25 to 28% of them are active in some role. What we really need are more new
members like Tiffany Henry, Tyler Newton, Garrett Shaffer, etc. to not only join but become
active in the operation of the Chapter. We also need our more seasoned members to step up
and emulate Clark Wood, Cynthia Toney, Sally Bowen, Melinda Jester, etc., by getting active
and staying active in some role (if only a mentor). Do you know someone in the Construction
Industry who is a hard charger, take charge, or maybe the ultimate organizer. We could use
them all. New Member or Old Hand, we are looking for people to lead us into the next
Century and bring their new and innovative ideas to the table. WE NEED YOU.

Katie’s Corner
by Katie Flower, AOC, CDT,CSI

In today’s world we have an even harder time finding the
balance between life safety and security in the built
environment than ever before. As design professionals
we must do all we can to educate ourselves and our clients in ways to make public
buildings safer against security threats, while at the same time complying with
existing life safety and building codes.

Life safety testing to failure
FAILURES
David H. Nicastro, PE, F.ASTM
Suspended scaffolding is used for cleaning windows and performing exterior maintenance on multistory buildings. This equipment tends to be rented when needed, but some taller buildings have builtin, permanent components for such access, such as:

 building maintenance unit (BMU)—a powered platform that descends from the roof;
 davits—arms, bases, and related structural assemblies for suspending a BMU or a swing-stage
(rental platform with hoisting motors); and
 roof anchors—personal fall-arrest system tie-off points for independent lifelines.
These types of permanent components are governed by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) under the federal regulations published in 29 CFR 1910.66, Powered Platforms for
Building Maintenance. (Some states, such as California and Washington, have their own regulations
that control) The regulations hold the building owner responsible for inspection, maintenance, and
testing of the permanent components; those services are typically performed for the owner by vendors.
Testing the equipment serves a vital purpose, as demonstrated by the numerous problems that have
been detected (and disasters averted) from defects in design, fabrication, and installation, as well as
deterioration in service. However, in some cases, latent failures are caused by improper testing.
An example of a davit base failure.
Photo courtesy Building Diagnostics Inc.
This photo shows a davit base that pulled out of the
concrete topping slab on a high-rise roof the first time
it was used after it had just been load-tested. Fortunately, no one was injured, but shocking numbers of
buildings have suffered similar failures due to overtesting.

Since they are critical life-saving devices, suspended scaffolding components are designed with a
factor of safety of at least four. Therefore, the actual loads experienced in service should be less than
25 percent of the ultimate strength of the materials and connections. Some vendors have erroneously
tested the components to the ultimate capacity (where failure would logically be expected) rather than
a more reasonable 1.5 or 2 times the service loads. Even at these lower loads, damage can
accumulate from excessive frequency of testing; load tests are only recommended before initial
service, after modification of the system, and at intervals of 10 years.
The federal regulations do not specify the magnitude of load tests, but OSHA published a “Standard
Interpretation” shortly after the regulations were first promulgated:
Normally a four to one maximum safety factor, based on yield strength, for example, is a design
strength criterion. Loading to this extent is not required by the 1910.66 standard…Such loading could
be characterized as destructive testing.
CAL/OSHA prohibits over-testing in the California Code of Regulations, Section 3296(b)(4):
(A) Load suspension devices shall not be tested to more than 2 times the rated working load which the
device is designed to lift and/or support.
(B) Roof tie-back anchors shall be tested to no more than 50 percent of their rated capacity. For
example, an anchor with a rated capacity of 5000 [i.e. 22.2 kN] pounds shall not be tested in excess of
2500 pounds [i.e. 11.1 kN].
Similarly, applicable industry standards—American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) A120.12014, Safety Requirements for Powered Platforms and Traveling Ladders and Gantries for Building
Maintenance, and International Window Cleaning Association (IWCA) I-14.15, Window Cleaning
Safety Standard—limit load testing to half the ultimate strength of components.
It is ironic, and potentially tragic, when a vendor induces failure of life safety components by testing
them too severely.
David H. Nicastro, PE, F.ASTM, started the Failures column for The Construction
Specifier in January 1994. He is the founder of Building Diagnostics Inc. and
Engineering Diagnostics, specializing in the investigation of problems with existing
buildings, designing remedies for those problems, and resolving disputes arising from
them. He is a licensed professional engineer, and leads the research being performed
at Building Diagnostics’ testing center, The Durability Lab, at The University of Texas
at Austin. He can be reached by e-mail at dnicastro@buildingdx.com.
Note—This Article was reprinted from the Construction Specifier Magazine, electronic edition.
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